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Opening Words from
Kaicho Howard
KOKONDO: The way of the past and present: you cannot know where
you are without knowing where you’ve been. Our name says it all.
Five years since Shihan passed on January 2nd 2009. It is a mere drop in
the bucket for us old timers, training 20, 30 and even 40 years in these
arts. We still reach for the phone to tell him some funny thing that
happened. We still expect to hear the sonic tongue click calling us to
order. We smile fondly as we remember him.

However, five years is a significant amount of time really. Beginners become advanced students in five
years. We must face the confounding truth; our lower Kyu do not have memories of Shihan. So what do
they have? They have us! Our job is to make him a force in their training. The responsibility is ours to
tell the stories. Our duty is to make his spirit live.
For we are Kokondo and you can’t know us without learning of our founder Shihan Paul Arel.
Here are reminiscences from a cross-section of Kokondo-ka, as they share their impressions, stories and
tales. Come and meet our Shihan through their eyes.

Sensei Todd Sise
One of my favorite memories of Shihan Arel
ironically happened outside the dojo. Shihan had
just bought his new pool table and had invited
me over to play pool with him. I being in my
early 20’s and an above average pool player was
reluctant to play as I did not want to win even
by accident. He finally convinced me to play a
game and in my attempt to be a good guest I
lost game after game. On one of my shots I
clearly blew what would have been an easy shot
for even a first time pool player, he looked up at
me over his glasses and said something to the
effect if I lost another game on purpose he
would show me bunkai from bo kata that I
probably did not want to see with his pool stick.

when it was my turn. Shihan in his own dignified
and quiet way looked up and me and promptly
congratulated me on my new Jukido promotion,
to Brown 1. Now understanding Shihan’s great
sense of humor I thanked him for the promotion
and the very next class proudly wore my brown
belt to class. When I walked in to dojo with the
brown belt on the other students jaws hit the
ground and Shihan looked up at me once again
and said without skipping a beat “At least you
follow direction well” Truth be told I was just
glad he laughed at it a and had the sense of
humor he had. Writing this even now makes me
smile and makes me miss him that much more.

Me being me a brash cocky young Jukido Nidan
I preceded the next two games to run the table

Master Richard Dinius
My most memorable moment with Shihan:
The first time I met Shihan was in the very early 80’s (maybe 1982) at a seminar in Moscow Idaho. After
the workout, he and I were alone in the locker room changing and I was trying to think of an intelligent
way to start a conversation with him so I asked a question. Master Arel (he wasn’t Shihan yet) when you
studied in Japan, how many different masters did you study with? He gathered up his belongings, looked
at me and said “When you look at a dollar bill, you don’t look at the ten dimes that make up the dollar bill
– you look at the dollar bill”.
He then nodded his head and left.
There I was, standing alone in the locker room contemplating the wisdom of the parable just bestowed
upon me by one of the greatest martial arts masters ever to walk the planet. I spent days thinking about
what he said and the true meaning within, so simple yet so complex at the same time. To this day I still
tell my students this story and have used the saying many times.
Domo Arigato Shihan.
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Master Thomas Wood
In the early days of my training with Shihan,
probably 1973 at the German club in Vernon CT.
he would have me stay after class, and we
would spar together. It was during these
sessions that I really learned how to fight, and
take a strike and keep on fighting. These 1 on 1
lessons were priceless.

Master Paul Ward
There was about an hour and a half between the Jukido and Karate classes at the Newington dojo.
During this time Mr. Arel would often do something in his brief case, I still don’t know what, while a
number of the Jukido and Karate black belts would work out independently or in small groups. Often
people would work on their most advanced waza, with Mr. Arel making the occasional correction.
I was 16, a probationary Shodan and a pretty good Uke. I found a spot in the corner of the mats and
began work on hidari no handed break falls. This is something I just wanted to get better at. I was
working hard at it, taking so many falls, one of the Jukido black belts quipped “Hey, if you want to fall
that much, I’ll gladly throw you”. I thanked him for the offer, but told him I really wanted to get this
figured out.
Shortly after Mr. Arel came over to the mats, walked past the people doing the more advanced
techniques and kneeled next to me. He gave me a couple of pointers on where to put my hand and to
straighten my leg while in the air. People began listening and then joined me in doing the ukemi
practice.
Looking back at that moment, I think Mr. Arel made a very good teaching decision. With a very simple
act he was able to help a student who was trying hard and sent a message about hard work to the
others. We often talk about how great a martial artist he was, but he was also the best teacher I ever
had.

Mr. Joe Duffy
I had come over to Newington's American
Legion Hall solely to interview Sandy Nukis for
an article to be in "Wethersfield Life." She
introduced me to Shihan and he provided me
with some reminiscences of Sandy's career in
Kokondo. Standing behind him doing a kata was
a grim-looking fellow to whom Shihan then
introduced me. It was Master Longo! I then
related to Shihan how my dad had tried to get
me to "do Karate" when I was a kid. My dad
knew the name Arel because Shihan was well
known in Hartford where I grew up. I had
refused my father's offer back then. After I told
Shihan the tale, he placed a firm but gentle
hand on my shoulder that spring evening in the
early '90's and with a wry grin said, "Well, it's
never too late. You're joining tonight, aren't

you?" I also recall Master Longo observing the
conversation with a curious steely smile. And
that wry smile never once left Shihan's face as
he parried excuse after excuse of why it WAS
too late for me! "Just tonight," he insisted. I
relented and was bowed in as Shihan introduced
me as Kokondo's newest member! I said to
myself, "This is only a one night stand. I'm out
of here…if I live!" But inexplicably, I kept
coming back for more of the sweaty humility,
superb training and matchless camaraderie I
experienced in a battered American Legion Hall
they kept calling by a Japanese name.
Aside from my own father, Shihan was the
noblest man I ever met. He enhanced lives with
the same swift, effortless beauty of the system
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he built. Rookie Kokondo-ka that I was, he
nevertheless phoned me regularly when my
daughter Katie almost died. Here was a man
whose soul was intact and powerful as his every
technique. He often quoted a simple yet
pervasive philosophy of life he got from his dad

who ran the diner where our history began...
"People need a cup of soup and a kind word to
get them through." Shihan Paul Arel never really
died! He remains beloved to us all. Even heaven
is much improved by his presence.

Sensei George Cooper
One of my fondest memories of Shihan Arel was during a west coast seminar at the oxbow gym. A group
was working bunkai from Konsho kata; near the end. Shihan made his instantly recognizable clicking
yame sound and brought everyone to attention. He grabs an uke (don't remember who), has him come
with a right round house, blocks, strikes, grabs, pulls... and two marbles came flying out rolling across
the mat, took everyone a few moments, but then they started to see what happened and laughter
erupted. Even during serious lessons, Shihan always seemed to find a way to make it more memorable
than just the technical aspects.

Master Gary Mikasa
General impression -That he was a great martial
artist and person. I enjoyed the seminars and
Internationals as well as the time after these
events where I got to spending time enjoying
his company with others.
More than any technique or kata that I learned
at these IKA events, it was what I learned
indirectly from him that I remember the most.
Shihan loved to teach and teaching can occur
many ways. There are a couple of instances
where I didn’t realize I was being taught
something, until later.
Shihan would sometimes ask how to do a
certain technique and instead of answering
whether you did it correctly, he would just walk
away.
Or you would do a technique and Shihan would
ask you whether it was correct. You would
answer and then he would walk away not saying
whether you were correct or not.
I realized much later that he was teaching me to
be confident, yet open-minded in what I did,
and to understand. If asked if I was doing
something right, I should be able to answer
confidently that I was, and if not confident, find
out why I had a question and get rid of that
doubt.

Not sure if you were looking for something like
this. Or his “love” of banana cream pie and clam
chowder at Mitzel’s when he came to Seattle for
the seminars.
Here is something else that I remember Shihan
saying that has stayed with me- as best as I can
restate it.
Shihan said that the Kokondo basics were like
the alphabet, being the blocks of your
understanding and capability. You learn the
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letters of the alphabet and then are able to start
making simple words. As you become better
with your alphabet you are able to expand the
words that you have. From simple words to
harder words to phrases, then sentences, and so
on. This applies well to Kokondo basics and
techniques that we learned.

I remember him saying that you could apply the
same thing to katas. Perfect the moves of the
kata and then you are able to take pieces of one
kata and combine it with another kata, as so
forth. Never ending wealth of knowledge!

Mrs. Beverly Heunisch
I remember his amazing artistic ability.
During a break at one of our local seminars,
someone asked me if I had ever seen Shihan
make a picture out of someone’s scribble.
Next thing I knew I was making lines on a
piece of paper and in no time at all, Shihan
had turned the scribble into a face or some
animal. No matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t
stump him … his imagination was endless. In
fact, he said I wasn’t making it difficult
enough!
Shihan was interested in the person, whether
it was a white belt or a high ranking black
belt, or any rank in-between. From the youngest to the oldest, each was an individual, and someone
who deserved his attention when they spoke to him. Every time I saw him, he asked about the family,
and especially my dog. Shihan always enjoyed seeing my little Husky and she made it a point to come
down to the dojo when he was visiting, just to say hello.
I remember the last BEMA seminar that Shihan attended just a few months before he passed away. He
was limited in how long he could stand and in his participation, but he was still out there instructing.
Although much of the specifics of the seminar are now fuzzy, I do remember the large overhead doors
were open and people were both inside and outside. A group of us were outside and Shihan had decided
that we could work on basics. So there we were lined up on the back parking lot with Shihan counting. I
happened to look over at him, and there he stood, with his cane resting against his leg, doing punches
right along with us, just as strong and precise as ever.

Sensei Robert DeMoisey
As I think back, I was a gokyu (green belt)
working hard in preparation for a seminar in
Kent, Washington.
I was working on a kata (I’ll intentionally leave
out the name as you'll have to figure out where
I was in my head) and not only working on
technique, but mentally visualizing my
opponents. As all Kokondo-ka know this one of
the necessary techniques we have to develop.
As I am double checking my stance, centering
strikes, attempting to move with the grace of a
cat. Those that know me it was more like
lumbering through the exercise. At any rate, I

reached a point where stepping into a right
kokutsu dachi, imagining I am trapping a hand
to my right wrist, I turn into kiba dachi that
extends the aggressors elbow across my midsection as I deliver an empi oroshi into the spine
of the interloper.
It is not over! Directly to my front is another
'bad guy' pointing a hand gun directly in my
face! Like we all had been trained to do, I swept
it aside with my right hand into my left hand,
seiken to the throat and to the abdomen with a
shuto hizo into the villain’s spline. Next....
Hold on, what happened to the gun?
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Quizzically I turned to Mr. Clevenger and
inquired, "What happened to the gun"? “We are
taught to always end up with the weapon"!
His answer was rather simple, "That sounds like
a good question for Shihan".
A few weeks went by and finally the Seminar
arrived and I had not forgotten the question and
by this time I had come to know how
approachable Shihan was. That is as long as
certain protocol was observed.
It was day two of the seminar and a break was
called for. The opportunity arrived as I
approached Shihan; I bowed respectfully and
inquired if I may ask a question. Smiling, Shihan
sort of struck a pose as he stuck his hands into
his belt and nodded for me to proceed.

this kata. He had me do the kata, and then redo only the part described above.
As I completed the required segment, in kiba
dachi left hand on my right shoulder and right
hand extended in shuto hizo, I looked to Shihan.
He slightly shifted his weight, raised his right
hand in a gesture to empathize his words as he
gave the following answer.
"You know how sometimes when you’re telling a
story there is a part that does not quite go into
a paragraph; it has to stand alone but is
necessary to complete the story?"
As I was about to answer, Shihan turned and
walked away, I had my answer.
Do you know what kata it was?

I explained my question and dilemma as to what
happened to the gun in this particular piece of

Mr. Larry Baker
I always think of Shihan this time of year because I
remember exactly where I was and what I was doing when
I received the news of his passing. I, like everyone else,
hated seeing Shihan having to struggle physically at his last
International seminar in Seattle but really appreciated being
there to honor him.
Shihan was a very special person in that he was a kind and
spiritual man with a unique gift. While a warrior, and a
fierce one when necessary, he was also one of the sweetest
humans I have ever met.
The most touching memory I have of him is from the spring
of 2007. I believe it was March and we were hosting a
seminar here in Bakersfield. You and Shihan (as was the
norm for Kokondo since my invitation to join the art) were in attendance. Shihan was prepared for
training and, of course, had an agenda but he was also very introspective and a little withdrawn. I was
also a little disengaged as my mother was in the final stages of her cancer (we lost her on April 27,
2007). It was only later that I found out that Shihan had just been diagnosed with the same affliction my
mother was passing from and yet he kept it all about me and her. He was kind and sympathetic about
what we were going through without even mentioning his condition. This spoke very intensely to me
about how selfless this man was. I miss him and still think of him often. Ossu!
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Sensei Dave Clevenger
I had to struggle to think of my most
memorable time with Shihan. There were so
many.
Other than the night we gave him at the casino,
I have one most special moment.
During his last visit to Seattle, when we were
still working out at the Kent Rec center, I was
talking with Shihan during a break. We were
discussing age and he was giving me a hard
time about not being too old to work out. As we

were finishing, you had called us back to the
mat to begin the next session. I thanked Shihan
for the conversation, wished him well, and with
a small respectful bow I turned and headed
back to the mat. As I was leaving he called to
me and motioned for me to come back to him.
He leaned forward and smiled and said; “Be
careful out there.” That was the last time I
talked with him. It was such a small thing but
has stuck with me for all these years. How
honored I was.

Sensei Krisi Bruce
I think my fondest memory of Shihan came when I received my black belt. He pulled me aside and told
me to be sure I am treated with respect and addressed as Ms. Bruce. He had such respect for women
and wanted to see every woman not just survive, but thrive.

Sensei Sheldon Shirey
I met Shihan for the first time in Boise Idaho at
the National Seminar in 1991. This seminar was
my introduction to the IKA outside of the dojo I
trained at in Moscow ID. I heard many stories
about Shihan’s lifetime experiences, what an
incredible adventure. To open the seminar he
walked into the large training area and
introduced himself as Steven Seagal, which
drew laughter from the large group of Kokondoka. He had a presence about him that was very
captivating. Early in the opening session I was
working a technique when Shihan approached.
Considering who he was and the tales I had
heard I was understandably nervous as he
watched me execute the move. He showed me
several things that I could do to improve my
technique all the while doing it in a positive
manner.
Kokondo is a wonderful system all around, but
the thing I most admire and respect is the
emphasis on the 7 Codes of Bushido. In every
conversation I had with Shihan (unfortunately
too few) this was always a part of his message.

It’s not possible, but it would be very interesting
if one could calculate the total value of impact
he made on society during his lifetime. It would
be enormous.
Kaicho, I would like to thank you for all you
have done for the IKA. Shihan would be proud.
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Sensei Tom Phelps
Things I “Know” about Shihan Paul Arel.
Shihan Paul Arel influenced me as a person, not just as a
martial art student. Since 1984 Shihan demonstrated to
me that there is a higher calling than one’s self. His
unwavering loyalty to his students was without question
and his dedication to the perfection of technique
infectious. Although Shihan had this aura of “immense
knowledge” it never affected his genuine kindness,
honor and respect for others. His humble and genuine
persona is a large part of the legacy he has left us and
needs to be embraced as an indivisible part of Kokondo
and its practitioners.
My first meeting with Shihan was just prior to beginning
my journey in Kokondo. Mrs. Phelps began training in
1983 and, being the dutiful spouse, I attended here first
IKA Banquet. I was greeted at the door by Shihan Arel
with “Hi, I’m Paul”. I knew who he was but, as he shook
my hand, I was struck by his humble and genuinely
unassuming demeanor. As I watched him during the
evening I was not just impressed by his abilities during
the demonstration, but by the transparency of his
dedication to his students and the honor he showed
toward them. Shihan was “all about his students” and
not about himself. This was the catalyst that prompted
me to begin training.
During my years in Kokondo there have been many occasions when Shihan would say or do something
extraordinary and rivet our attention to the specific issue. However, there were occasions when he
addressed an issue in a calm and simple manner, completely without the “Wow Factor”, and delivered
the message just as definitively. He always seemed to know which approach was needed at the time. His
obvious goal was to “impart knowledge” in whatever way was most applicable. His ability to go from
hardcore to mild mannered was instantaneous, timed to perfection and always caught us off guard.
If there is one thing that always separated Shihan from the stereotypical “Master Syndrome” it would
have to be his desire to have fun. At the most opportune time he would, without warning, have us
laughing during the middle of a hard workout. I think it was his way to relieve the stress we built up in
ourselves and help us realize fun was part of our lives, even in Kokondo. Even his corrections were at
times humorous. The infamous head cock (are you sure?), the “wide eye” (really?) and the ever so slight
“head nod” of approval. You knew you were really on point if you received the “slight head nod
accompanied by the slightly raised mustache” (one side only). The ultimate acknowledgement was the
“recognizable smile and slight laugh as he walked away” gesture. Of course there was the “Hmmm walk
away” that always left you guessing and seriously thinking (I think it was his goal). All these methods
reflected the unique personality and how Shihan could convey a message to a student.
One unmistakable thing was Shihan’s pride in recognizing someone’s accomplishments. His transparency
in this was demonstrated every time he promoted a student to a higher rank or when he awarded
someone with a special award. It was truly written on his face. His selflessness was evident throughout
all the years I knew him and value this as one of his most influential lessons to us all. Having known him,
I am a better person. Of this I am sure.
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Mr. Philip Brennan
My memory of Shihan was him being a giant.
Whenever I walked into a room with him, he
filled the air with energy and overflowing power.
As a child, I had always thought Shihan to be a
giant. He always had a way with children and
with words that always put me in awe in his
presence. My fondest memory is? The
unfortunate part since I was so young, I do not
have many stories of Shihan. I used to hear the
stories at Camp Kokondo, about him wrestling a
bear and how he came to form the system.
My first story that I can remember was my first
Seminar at the Seminary. We did the story of
Shihan’s life. I had the honor and privilege to be
part of that show. I was playing one of the
students. I did know the meaning and the honor
it was to see this until a couple months ago
when I watched the movie (did not know they
made copies). I felt touched that I was part of
it. When it came to the end of the movie when I
saw Shihan for the first time in 4 years it
brought tears to my eyes because I felt his

power even now, his techniques, teaching,
codes, and inside Kaicho.
My second memory of Shihan was when I went
to the Wesley Seminar, one of the last times I
saw Shihan. I had gotten called over from
Shihan randomly to ask me something.
Unknown to me, I did not know he was setting
me up. He brought everyone in a mini circle that
were in groups and started to talk about how we
were not working hard enough. I was standing
in the middle of the circle, trying to figure out
what was going on. Randomly I got gotten hit
on the back of the leg with a cane, making me
fall, sweeps my leg out from under and strikes
my chest with it. It was a very interesting
teaching moment for not only me, but for
everyone else. He had a way with words.
Even though I have been doing Jukido since I
was 5 years old, I hardly ever saw this giant of a
man; but when I did. Just the awe of him and
how he carried all the aspects around him like a
mantel. Shihan was a great and brilliant man.

Mr. Brian Watson
Shihan Paul Arel was a great martial artist but an even better man. I was in awe of not only his ability in
the dojo but also his charisma which affected you in a positive way from the very first moment that you
met him, which for me, was my very first Jukido test. Throughout my Kokondo training, Shihan never did
anything less than exceed all expectations and I looked up to him as if he was more than human, which,
I am sure, was the thought of most of his students. For me though, the fondest memories that I have of
Shihan came in the last year of his life when I was blessed to get to know him personally.
It started when I was building a brick patio for him at his house and he invited me in to have lunch with
him. To me, it was so awesome to just sit there and have the chance to get to know him and ask him
questions. Right when I sat down, small talk ensued but he could tell I was reserved because, well, he
was Shihan. So without batting an eye, he came out with some of his off color humor which made me
literally fall out of the chair laughing. Not only was the joke funny but to hear something like that come
out of the mouth of Shihan, who we all idolized, made it have exponentially more shock value, giving a
little more power to the punch-line (go figure). This is what I felt started our relationship. I was able to
learn so much about the man behind the gi and I was shocked that I would be even more impressed by
him than I was by his martial arts prowess.
The man that Shihan was and always will be in our hearts and memories far surpass the stories we can
tell about his martial arts ability. The blessing of getting to know that in his last year will be one of the
greatest gifts I could have ever received. We will always miss him but he will never be forgotten!
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Sensei George Rego
There are too many things that could be said
and I'm not sure how lengthy this should be.
However, my lasting impression of my sensei is
that he was the epitome of a martial artist and
teacher. In addition to his masterful technical
execution he had a way with conveying a
message. He was often times humorous, other
times quite serious. Many times he addressed
the group in a way that got the point across in a
simple but well understood manner... in the
spirit of Einstein's "If you can't explain it simply
you don't understand it well enough." Or
Einstein's other quote on the matter, "Make
everything as simple as possible but no simpler."
Often, it seemed with Shihan that the power of
his message wasn't just conveyed by what he
said but often by what he left unsaid.
Most of all - I'm honored to know him as a
friend. A special memory...On July 4, 2007 I was
spending time in Savannah, GA with my new
wife, brother, and sister-in-law. While we just
sat down for dinner before the fireworks - my
cell phone rang. The name on the screen said
"Paul Arel." I stepped outside. I spoke to Shihan
Arel many times on the phone but honestly, the
overwhelming majority of the time I called him
and it was about Kokondo. This was only one of
three times I can recall it being the other way
around and this one was special. I answered the
call and after some small talk I waiting for the
purpose of the call...waiting for something
Kokondo related. After a few minutes, I realized
that he wasn't calling me about Kokondo or
martial arts. He was just calling me. It was not
something I was accustomed to from him. The
highlight was his pride and happiness about

becoming a grandfather to Sydney. He
expressed pride in me at the end of the call in
an overt way (he typically was much more
subtle and not long-winded with praise) and told
me was just thinking about me today and
wanted to call. Nothing overly dramatic about
the call itself - but it remains a very special
moment to me nonetheless. I truly understood
that he considered me not only a close student
but a friend.
I truly miss him every day. I wish my daughters
could have met him. I frequently look at them
playing and imagine how he would have
interacted with them.
My love for him and his art continues to drive
me to improve myself, my students, and
promote his arts to the best of my ability for the
rest of my days. I’m proud now and forever to
call myself a direct student of Shihan Paul Arel our founder, my sensei and hero.

Master Jeff Soltez
I feel fortunate to have worked out with Shihan 3-4 times a year for about 20 years. To some it may not
sound like a lot, but he made a profound difference in my life. He helped me see that with persistence all
most anything was possible. I never thought of myself as being a very gifted student of the martial arts,
but he saw something inside of me that made it worth his time to help me grow as a practitioner of
Kokondo. I now realize he had the ability to do that for everyone he trained. He had the ability to make
us feel cared about, and he helped us all be better than we ever could have been on our own working
out with the best of intentions.
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Sensei Scott Pittman
For those that have never had the pleasure of
meeting Shihan Paul Arel, he must seem as this
mythical martial arts figure. Well, there is some
truth to this. To those who have had the
opportunity to witness his martial arts prowess,
he is mythical. Shihan had the ability to amaze
his students when he would demonstrate a
technique. Whether you were his uke or simply
watching, you could not help but be blown away
by his passion and knowledge of martial arts. He
embodied what it means to be a martial artist.
Shihan could be an intimidating drill sergeant
when making a point, but he also could take on
a childlike personality during class. However, my
favorite moments are when he encompassed
both personas, which was the majority of the
time.
One of my fondest memories working with
Shihan was at his last BEMA seminar in Seattle,
Washington. During one of the sessions, Shihan
had everyone attending outside doing basics
while inside he had Mr. Kyle Shannon and me
set up mats constructing barricades that teams
would navigate. The goal of this challenge was
to form an executive protection detail that had
to safely escort their client through the course.
It sounds simple enough, but Mr. Shannon and I
were assassins charged with executing the
protected client. Every team wanted to impress
Shihan, so they were diligent when traversing
the obstacle course and didn’t even think to look
at the mastermind of the whole thing. Shihan
offered to be my spotter and told me to get
under him while he observed each team from
his chair behind a table. When he felt I had a
clean shot, Shihan would tap his cane on the
ground, and I would fire my confetti popper
assassinating the client. These protection teams
fall one by one. More importantly, every time I
executed the client, Shihan would laugh so hard
and revert back to the child that fell in love with
martial arts in 1952. So picture this, Shihan
sitting in a chair laughing hysterically and me
doing the same lying on the ground underneath
him. Towards the end, it was hard for me to see
because I had laugh tears and confetti in my
eyes. As I sit here writing this memory, I find

myself laughing in remembrance being taken
back to that moment lying in between Shihan’s
legs on the cold linoleum floor surrounded by
confetti.
Shihan was a phenomenal martial artist, but this
was only surpassed by his ability to teach and
his love for Kokondo. He always said to treat
children as adults and adults as children when
teaching. I believe this was Shihan—the drill
sergeant and the child. He understood the need
for the drill sergeant to work hard for the
perfection of technique, but he wanted to
ensure that no one lost sight of the enjoyment
and wonderment children possess. With both
these personalities in mind, Shihan never
stopped working and never stopped enjoying
martial arts training. We honor him by doing the
same. We honor him through our dedication,
loyalty, and passion to Kokondo. We honor him
with our blood, sweat, and tears while training,
but, most importantly, we honor him with our
childlike wonderment of martial arts as a whole.
For me, this story embodies this idea.
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Sensei Vince Peterson
When I think about Shihan Paul Arel there are many roles he
played in my life which come to mind: Teacher, Friend and even
Father. The top role is always teacher. To come up with one
account of this was difficult. Living in Idaho prevented me from
seeing him as much as I would have liked or in honesty as much
as I should have. On this five year anniversary of Shihan passing
I will relay to you an account of his teaching that holds in my
mind more than any other.
It was at the 2000 international seminar. At this point I had been
in Kokondo for about 14 years. There was a group of us learning
a new kata and several high ranking Dans worked with the group.
Things were going well, and the group I was in was working hard.
Shihan had allowed us to keep working on the kata longer than
was originally planned. We were all eager to get more. As we
continued to work the kata there was a certain point in the kata
where I kept getting stuck. My arms did not want to do what I
wanted them to do. More importantly, my arms did not want to
do what the instructors wanted them to do. One by one each of
the four or five instructors would stand in front of me and work with me on this one piece of the kata.
Still I could not seem to move the way they wanted me to. Finally, one of the instructors took me aside
and worked one on one with me. He stood in front of me and showed me the move over and over again
as I continued to fail at doing what he needed me to do. As this went on I could see his frustration grow
– and my frustration grew with his. This went on for what seemed like days to me.
Shihan came by and started to watch what was happening (or not happening!) and my feelings of
foolishness grew even more. Shihan then stepped in on the instruction. He stood next to me and
showed me the move one more time. Then he told me to try again. It worked! I did it exactly as they
wished me to. Shihan told me to do it again, and again I did it as the instructors had wanted. I was told
to return to the group. A moment with Shihan shed light on my kata.
The rest of the night went as many at seminars do, with a lot of hard work and a lot of fun with the
Kokondo family. Over time I have kept that moment of Shihan’s teaching ability in the forefront of my
mind and I cannot remember a time that his teaching was not always that way. He had a powerful way
of making things simpler to understand, and he seemed to always know how to find the style of teaching
I needed that day to make me a better martial artist.

Sensei Charles Martin
In the spring of 1994 our instructor informed the
class that he was no longer going to be
teaching. He had begun the classes nine years
prior and had varying degrees of success getting
and keeping students. Because of his
profession, the first Gulf War had placed
tremendous demands upon his time. There
were a number of other things going on in his
life away from the job as well. Things had to be
discarded in order to avoid a complete personal
meltdown and the class ended up being one.

This placed me in an odd position. There were
students that were dedicated to the system that
were going to be left hanging. I had already
been through two situations in other systems
where my instructor packed up and left the state
and I started over from scratch someplace else.
I didn’t want to go through that yet again.
Somewhere in my files at home, I came across
Shihan Arel’s business card and phone number.
With rapidly vacillating levels of apprehension, I
dialed, half hoping that I’d get the message
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machine and could just tell the story to it. No
dice. The phone was picked up and the single
word “International” came over the receiver. To
this day, I don’t think I ever heard him answer
one of my phone calls any differently.
I introduced myself and even though Shihan and
I had only met briefly one-on-one and a handful
of National Seminars and two trips to St. Louis,
he remembered my name, my rank and asked
about my wife (again by name) and kids.
Already taken aback by this, I briefly explained
the situation and then asked if he would be
agreeable to me assuming the duties of dojo
head.
Now understand…I fully expected at this point
to hear convulsive laughter followed by a dial
tone. That didn’t happen. On the contrary,
Shihan was very complimentary and said I had
the potential to be a good instructor and that
he’d help me out any way he could. Fully
thinking my hearing was off, I asked “are you
sure?” Now I got the laughter. He reiterated
that yes, I could be the instructor and that he
would assist in any way possible.
Flash forward ten months to June of 1995. We
sponsored Shihan’s visit to St. Louis for a
weekend seminar. At this point, I was made
acutely aware of two things: First, Shihan had
high expectations of anyone passing on his
system. Second, he was not going to be
content to limit our time to the sessions set
aside for the students. If my recollection is
correct, our time spent one-on-one that
weekend exceeded that time spent with the
group as a whole. We reviewed my kihon and
kata extensively. I was taught four new kata –
and remembered three (that’s a story for a later
day). He sat with me after sessions and went
over each student’s strong points and areas that
needed improvement.

a new adventure of learning, re-learning,
correction and improvement. What is
remembered more, though, is the amazing
amount of detail that he retained, not just of
technique but of each individual in the Kokondo
system. If I’d ask about someone at another
dojo around the country, he’d immediately go
into how they were doing, if there were changes
in circumstances or other bits of information. It
always amazed me how strong his powers of
recollection were.
My fondest memory of Shihan Paul Arel doesn’t
center around one of his many amazing feats in
the world of martial arts. Instead, it is of how
he had the confidence in someone that did not
in the least feel worthy of the responsibility he
was taking on. Shihan’s belief in me translated
into me gaining a measure of belief in myself
and that has provided innumerable benefits
throughout the rest of my life. This was
something I witnessed time and again over the
years. He never hesitated to give assurance to
someone that needed it, provided they were
willing to put in the requisite amount of work.
This carries every bit as much weight as fixing a
stance or correcting a kata sequence. The fact
that Shihan recognized it and was so very good
at doing it has made a tremendous difference in
anyone that had the good fortune to come in
contact with him.

This was the first of around twenty times over
the years Shihan visited our dojo. Each one was
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Master Joaquin Betancourt
I have many memories of Shihan as he
was an important part of my life for about
28 years. What I am going to share here
is a personal side with Mr. Arel. Shortly
after I retired in 2007, I was talking to
Mr. Strait and Mr. Peck about getting
together once in a while for breakfast
since all of us were retired. Mr. Strait
asked Mr. Arel and we also asked Mr.
Duffy to join us. We agreed that the best
day would a Wednesday morning and we
decided on a place that was convenient
for everyone. That was Denny's in Vernon
Center. We also decided the time would
be 9:30 AM. After our first together we
discussed how often should we meet.
Without hesitation, Shihan said every
week. That is how our breakfast club got
started. The breakfast lasted typically for an hour and a half to two hours and we discussed all sorts of
topics. We had so much fun that customers walking by our table would often tell the waitress whatever
they are having I want it also. From our first get together I looked forward every week to Wednesday
morning the same as the rest of the group did. But I believe that for Mr. Arel this time was precious to
him. Sometimes after breakfast we would do other things like going to the Air Museum at Bradley Field
and to the Smith & Wesson shooting range. Sometimes we were also joined at breakfast by Kaicho,
Master Wood, and/or Master Dylag.

Master Peter Dylag
The first time I met him was at the class he was
teaching with Master Longo at the American
Legion Hall known as “Honbu”. Smiling he
welcomed me to stay and watch a class. When
the class began, the gi was on and the smiling
gentleman turned in to Shihan Arel; a man who
demanded respect simply by his presence and
demeanor and all of the students gave Mr. Arel
that respect willingly.
Mr. Arel knew how to make you do your best
and push you to do better. It wasn’t because he
demanded it, it was that he believed in you and
that’s why we pushed ourselves to do our best.
The techniques were effective, powerful and
simple. If you had trouble with a technique, Mr.
Arel was there with a smile to help you be
successful.

From the informal get-togethers, games of pool
at his home and IKA events Mr. Arel was there
with a smile and encouraging word. For those
who remember him, we will never forget Mr.
Arel, all the lives he has touched with his vision
of Martial Arts, the techniques that have been
proven in service to this Country and the faces
of the kids in his Jukido class when they looked
up at Mr. Arel with a smile on their face after
being successful with their throw.
Along with so many questions I still want to ask
him about kata, techniques and life, the one
thing I will miss the most about Mr. Arel is his
infectious smile and love of life itself.
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Master Robert E. Robert
In a few months from now I will be the same age as
Shihan Arel was when I was a novice entering his dojo
in the early 1980’s. Nowadays, I observe the younger
students that have recently begun their path into the
traditional arts. How will Kokondo change them? What
are they looking for? What influence will the instructors
today have on their approach to life’s challenges,
changes and obstacles? Will they ever lose sight of
things that last forever or of the strong bonds forged
over time?
Shihan continues to be influential in my decisions daily.
I think of him when I make choices at work, pass a 711 (he was a fan of the Hostess snow balls and a lousy
cup of coffee) or when I pass the old “Honbu” in
Newington on my way to House of Kokondo. Those are
the times that I remember him, Longo, my circle-offriends and for the blood we often shared on the dojo
“battlefield.”
If you would ask any current or former Kokondo-ka that perfected their technique directly under Shihan,
all of us would celebrate his pioneering martial arts skills. Those closest to him would be reminiscent of
his good humor, sometimes off-color, and of course his devotion to his family. I could go on-and-on but
one particular memory comes to mind was the celebration of our friendship in July 2005.
My wife, Lori surprised me with a 40th birthday party brunch at Avon Old Farms restaurant. Mind you, I
don’t like to be surprised. It makes me a bit awkward. During this celebration with many of my Kokondo
friends and family, Shihan in his soft spoken way, without the adrenalized “click” he normally used in the
dojo, honored me with a “toast” - a special distinction for friendship, commitment and loyalty. I knew it
came from his heart because his acclaim was followed by downing his favorite glass of vintage “pineapple
juice.”
I often hear that you shouldn’t live in the past. As a Kokondo-ka the past lives in me. For me, my life has
been seduced by the grandeur of his interpretation to the technical “art of the ancients” yet my
compassion to make decisions based on my courage and fervor to do what I promised him is all too often
adulated with memories of my unforgettable journey with Arel. As Tecumseh said “A single stick breaks,
but the bundle of twigs is strong.”

Sensei Paul Perkins
My memories of Shihan Arel

I recently moved to Newington and continued
Kokondo karate at Hombu. At the time I was a
brown belt. During one of the classes, Shihan
had me take a new student through basics.
Upon telling Shihan my impression of how
quickly this student picked up on the kihons, he
told me the student was not new to karate

although the student said he was. After asking
this young man more than once if he had
experience in karate, he finally admitted he did.
This is only one example of how impressed I
was with Shihan Arel’s ability to pick up on all
the little things others may miss. He was a man
of great integrity and my admiration for him has
never diminished.
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How lucky I was to have trained with not only
Shihan Arel, but Master Longo as well. I

continually strive to live up to their expectations.
It is an honor to be part of Kokondo.

Sensei Michael Shinault
Shihan Arel had faith in all of his students whether they were white belts or godans, he made all of us
feel that there was something special in each one of us. My wife and daughters who did not train in
Kokondo speak about Shihan in glowing terms to this day reflecting on his kindness, dignity and honor.
Shihan was my instructor, my mentor and my friend. These simple words do not reflect properly the
impact he has had on my life.

Sensei Michael Stevenson
When my son Jarred (now 13) was two years old we were at a Seattle Seminar. I picked him up and was
going to introduce him to Shihan. My son pointed at the patch on Shihan’s GI and when Shihan looked
down my son punched him in the face. I really did not know what to expect but Shihan played if off very
well and interacted with my son over the course of the day. After finding out it was his 2nd birthday that
day Shihan gave him a patch of his own.
The last Seattle Seminar that Shihan attended was very special. Knowing his birthday was in November I
got a card for him and passed it around for everyone to sign. When I gave the card to him it was clear by
his reaction how much it meant to him that we all cared enough to make his birthday important. It was
times like these that we knew without a doubt that Kokondo (and each of us loyal to it) were important
to him.
On the Christmas Eve before Shihan passed my daughter said something very special and cute. I sent an
e mail to many people to share the moment with them. Shihan was on that list. I received a response to
this that was very special and very personal from Shihan.And after he passed away several days after
sending it the message became so much more meaningful.

Sensei Richard Webster
A Letter to Shihan,
It has been almost 5 years to the day when I
first started to write this letter to you. I never
expected to be finishing it today. The letter I did
send, and your response to it, lives within me
today. And are words I will never forget…
From the day I was 8 years old, sitting at our
Cub Scout Blue and Gold annual banquet, and
seeing those heavy blue curtains part, to days
before you passed as we talked over the phone,
making plans to play pool; your influence on my
life goes beyond words. I will however, do my
best today to express them. I could have filled
pages of events I remember, times you made
me laugh and times you had made me cry. And
all thru that journey hearing the words that you

spoke from the beginning; “Nothing good in life
comes easy.”
“What’s the entertainment this year, another
puppet show?” I asked my father as we pulled
into the parking lot. Every year a skit was put on
by one of the groups of scouts appointed that
year. They were always boring and not well
done. “No, this year is different. There is going
to be a martial arts demonstration!” He said with
a smile knowing how interested I was in it,
because he was too. After the dinner was over
and just before the curtains opened he leaned
over to me and said; “I have heard a lot about
Paul Arel. This guy is the real deal.” I sat
motionless watching you toss black belts across
the stage with little to no effort it appeared.
When you set out cinder block, placed a small
towel on top and broke it with your head; my
head spun around to my father, and grabbing
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his arm, I begged him to sign me up when we
got home. I will always remember that night as
we were driving to class together some 20 years
later. I had worked up enough nerve to ask you
the question:
Me: “Shihan…”
You: “Yes…”
Me: “Do you still break cinder blocks with your
head?”
You: “Rich, I’m older and wiser, no”
That was a reflective point for me that night
finishing the drive to Granby. A journey with
you, the people I had met, and the system that
you developed; From a kid in a Cub Scout
uniform sitting with our fathers and mothers to
now talking about life.
Who would know, that only a few years later,
we would lose to you cancer. Today I write a
difficult letter about you and your impact on our
lives. Difficult because to express in words
events and life experiences that being in the IKA
has given me could fill a book. You were my
teacher, my son’s teacher, and my friend.
Throughout that time you, people, and events
directly related to our system has had the most
direct impact on my life next to my parents.
Every kind of emotion there is both positive and
negative, I have experienced and learned from
here, and owe it all to that fateful day.
If you were here today I would thank you most
for that kid I met almost the day I started; the

one with the jet black hair and black rimmed
glasses. We became brown belts together
before I left to play football and chase
cheerleaders as he puts it. Fate one day brought
us back together and I back to Kokondo. I will
write my letter to him someday too. He has
carried your tradition on flawlessly as you knew
he would. I am honored to be in this system,
honored to have Kaicho Howard as our leader,
honored to be his friend, and honored to pass
what I have learned from you, him, and other
sensei onto my students.
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You now have an inkling of who Shihan Arel is to those who knew him.
Thank you for reading about this great gentle man.
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